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Abstract: Multiagent systems are inherently distributed and support well the modelling of organizational issues such
as negotiation mechanisms and workflows. In this sense, a decentralized supply chain configuration process can be
easily modelled as an information sharing processes where nodes (agents) collaborate, for example, in planning and
decision-making. This paper presents a novel collaborative planning model for supply chain networks that supports a
distributed negotiation process from a decentralized perspective. The hypothesis presented herein is that by
collaborating in the information exchange related with the visibility of the demand plans, improvements on the total
profit level of the supply chain nodes, and of the supply chain as whole, can be found.
Keywords: Decentralized collaborative planning, supply chain management, multiagent system, negotiation.

1. Introduction
A supply chain can be defined as a group of
parties or partners and also as a distribution
network oriented to perform functions such
as materials procurement, transformation of
these materials into intermediate and finished
products, and the distribution of these
finished products to customers. From the
final customers’ point of view, all the
demand needs to be satisfied at the right time
and in the right quantity. The concept of
supply chain management arises then to
integrate all the processes oriented to manage
(from the physical, organizational, decisional
and technological points of view), how all the
parties should be organized in order to satisfy
this initial demand. From a modelling point
of view, the supply chain can be modelled as
a network of autonomous supply chain nodes
[28], where the main node actions, such as
orders, order filling, shipping, receiving,
production, etc., and node policies, such as
inputs and outputs, inventory policies, costs
and rates, are also considered from a linked

relationship establishing their links and
common constrains.
In order to support this linked relationship it
is important to consider and accept the goals
of every node (at least, for most of them).
Many of these goals are related to
improvement processes, so the fact that
supply chain nodes tend to generate
innovation in their processes should be
considered. Furthermore, nowadays most
innovation and research works are done by
partnerships of competent entities each
having some specialized skills, which imply
that innovation can be categorized into four
types: derivative, platform, breakthrough and
processes [29]. In this sense, when the
innovation is supported by mutual
agreements among the supply chain nodes, it
is possible to talk about co-innovation.
Thereafter, the co-innovation concept refers
mainly to support external partnerships to
exploit new technologies, knowledge,
processes, etc. Nevertheless, under a coinnovation perspective, it is more difficult to
apply the ‘win-win’ principle, because the
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likelihood of stopping before the product is
marketed is significant [16]. Therefore, a
positive response to this challenge would be a
collaborative innovation in pursuit the
continuous improvement on the existing
processes and the development of products
and services as well, which add value to the
final consumer [8] and to the supply chain
members. Hence, the collaborative processes
will emerge by sharing the proper
information in order to enhance the
collaboration in supply chains, which is
important in terms of innovation such as high
quality, lower costs, more timely deliveries,
efficient operations and the effective
coordination of activities [25]. Thus, the level
of collaboration in the supply chain will
depend on whether the supply chain members
are willing to share and exchange the
information required to support their planning
process [9]. Moreover, the supply chain
management trend is to move from the
classical centralised approach toward the
decentralized information processes [13].
Within this it is possible to ensure an
independent supply chain interaction which
means that the right technology must be
considered in order to support these complex
facts. In this context, one of the best
technologies in order to support this is the
multiagent
paradigm
[14].
These
technologies, among many perspectives,
consider the decentralized and collaborative
approaches in supply chains. Moreover,
under a planning context, the supply chain
planning plays a key role regarding to the
required coordination effort among the nodes
[22]. Thereafter, in order to give a solution
proposal to this complex issue related to
collaborative supply chain management
matters, this paper presents a novel
decentralized collaborative planning model
for supply chain co-innovation by
implementing a multiagent-based negotiation
model (ANEM).
Therefore, the main contribution of this paper
is twofold; firstly, the theoretical proposal of
a decentralized collaborative supply chain
production planning model in an MRP
environment;
secondly,
the
practical
validation of this model by using a
multiagent-based model in a specific
problem. Current proposals in the literature
address this problem in a more general way
44
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by mainly focusing on technological
requirements and advances. The main
advantage of this proposal is that it addresses
very specifically, theoretically, practically
and in detail the supply chain production
planning problem in a collaborative manner
and in a decentralized MRP environment.
This paper is set out as follows: Section 2
reviews the relevant literature on multiagent
systems in the supply chain management
under a collaborative planning context.
Section 3 extends the collaboration concept
to the decentralized perspective in the supply
chain. Then, Section 4 provides experimental
results to validate the ANEM proposal and
also highlights their contributions to the
multiagent research field from a qualitative
point of view. Finally, Section 5 provides the
main conclusions and further research.

2. Background
The supply chain models are oriented to
identify and establish the main elements of
the system and their relationships, especially
from the technological perspective. From this
perspective, the agent paradigm has already
been considered to model and simulate
complex supply chain management processes
by showing their robustness, as explained in
some state-of-the-art reviews, such as [4] and
[23]. In the context of supply chain
management, one of the first modelling
approaches is presented by [3], which
proposes a client-broker-server architecture.
Moreover, the agent used as a coordination
mechanism presents a solid foundation for
the development of cooperative applications
in global manufacturing processes. In
addition with a supply management
approach, in their framework, [27] propose
one of the first applications of the multiagent
system for collaborative planning, forecasting
and replenishment. Thus from the agent
perspective, [27] considers the organization
as a collection of roles, which contemplates
the relationship among them in order to
support the systematic interactions among the
roles. Thus, by considering the robustness
presented by the multiagent system, [18]
propose to consider this technology with a
view to supporting inter-enterprise functions
and
resources
for
integration
and
collaboration in a networked context. This is
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because agents are able to exhibit both hybrid
behaviours and interactions. In this same
supply chain planning context, [10] express
that agents are a good tool to model specific
behaviours and conversation protocols in
which relationships are to be supported by
each agent’s local information on products,
processes, and processors.
Thereafter, it is possible to establish that by
considering a collaborative supply chain
approach, distribution of the planning
decisions among specialized planning agents,
the agent-based platform could increase the
supply chain’s agility and performance.
Hence the multiagent system-based platform
supports production centres to independently
react to the environmental changes and
production plans by considering each agent’s
feasibility and coordination [11]. Moreover,
and at the same time, agents interact through
a complementary process to establish firm
agreements (or contracts) based on the local
schedules created by means of the auction
process. These agreements determine fixed
programs for the earliest scheduled tasks [2].
Furthermore, [26] establishes an agent model
that is composed of three main layers:
communication,
coordination
and
cooperation. Thereafter, [5] proposes an
architecture model in order to facilitate the
organizational memory in supply chains. Two
layers are considered: the storage layer and
the facilitation layer, which represent the task
and domain knowledge and harmony
mechanisms by using the shared knowledge
supported
by
agents,
collaborators,
transactors, objects and registry facilitators.
In this context and from a structural point of
view, the organization can be considered as a
set of entities with relationships of
aggregation
and
inheritance,
agents,
resources, goals, and tasks can be placed
regarding to the intrinsic workflows and
social rules from the environment [19].
Moreover by considering the recent and
relevant contributions on collaboration in
supply chains from [1], [14], [15] and [12], it
is possible to establish that the collaboration
among the supply chain nodes is given by the
iterative interaction among them in order to
achieve the desired goals. This, has been
defined by [11], is due to the fact that agents
and supply chains compose a number of
independent units which collaborate in order

to reach their own goals. In addition, as
suggested by [11] a contract net based
protocol need to be considered in order to
implement the negotiation development
process among the agent in the supply chain.
In this same line important is to highlight the
decoupled federated model presented by [7]
in where distributed supply chains simulation
cloning, fault tolerance and interoperability
[13]
are
considered.
Under
this
interoperability concept, the ontology issue to
support the standard agent communication
has been considered by [21], where a
negotiation model is supported by three
layers to give the flexibility to the negotiation
ontology: the negotiation, the semantic and
the knowledge management system layer.
In addition, it can be highlighted that with a
collaborative planning approach there will be
an information flow supported by the sharing
of demand plans, capacity and inventory
levels in order to reach the agent’s own goals.
Moreover, negotiation parameters will be
considered, such as the supply chain’s and
each node’s level of profit and the price
changing process to promote the new offers
among nodes. Thereafter, several conclusions
can be drawn from the reviewed agent-based
models: agents can facilitate the development
of technological models to handle supply
chain processes, they help to identify the
main elements and their relationships, and
they support the related innovation processes
under a collaborative supply chain context. In
the next section, we present the ANEM
proposal for the supply chain collaborative
planning process in a decentralized context.
Finally, from a qualitative point of view, Subsection 4.3 presents the main ANEM
contributions
regarding
the
studied
background.

3.

Decentralized Collaborative
Supply
Chain
Planning
Formulation

The proposed planning process (see Figure 2)
considers right and on-time information
sharing to support the supply chain planning
process from a decentralized collaboration
perspective which is included in each ERP
(enterprise resource planning) system in each
node. Thus from a generic point of view, this
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identifies the main inputs and outputs linked
to the related information flow in the supply
chain planning processes. Therefore, the
ANEM proposal contemplates a capacity
constrained material requirement planning
(MRP) system, whose main information for
all the n periods (i) implies inputs such as
demand (D), inventory level (INV), selling
price (SP) and capacity (CAP). On the other
hand, the main MRP outputs are the
following: planned orders at level n (POLn),
delay on demand (DoD), profit and SP.
Hence independently, each node supports its
own ERP system by considering its MRP
inputs, outputs and constraints. Then, each
node runs its own MRP mechanism. The
collaborative perspective of this proposal, as
seen in Figure 1, establishes the
communication at the multilevel area of the
supply chain by considering the customer
node’s POLn, which is contemplated as D in
the directly relating tier suppliers; and the
POLn relating with the CAP information that
the customer owns. Thus, the main idea is to
support
a
negotiation
process
by
incrementing the SP in a specific factor, inc,
in order to assess each node’s total level of
profit. This will allow supply chain nodes to
support their own decision-making processes
and to assess when the negotiation process
must continue or stop. In fact, if no
agreement is reached among the nodes, the

proposal will be improved by raising the SP.
From a decentralized and collaborative
perspective, each node in the multi-level
collaborative planning process considers its
own databases (or information repository) to
link the communication process. This kind of
communication is considered decentralized
and collaborative because it supports the
multidirectional informational flow, and
information is stored in independent databases
which allow the desired information to be
shared, requested or answered with the nodes
related in the ANEM proposal.
Demand
*Ic
D
P

1

ShoopFloor
*Isf
P
ETC
ITC

1

1

1

Master_I
*Ic
HC
UC
DoDC
SP

1

1

OUT_MRP
*Ic
O
Inv
POLn
DoD

OUT_MRPII
*Isf
P
ET
IT

Figure 1. ANEM Class-based diagram to support
decentralized collaborative planning.

Under the ANEM proposal the information
system structure is composed of five main
tables (Figure 1). These tables aim to collect
the inputs and outputs generated by the MRP
mechanism (extension from the work of [17]).
Negotiation process
B
D[i,t] Inv[i,t] CAP[i,t]

Initialization
D[i,t] Inv[i,t] CAP[i,t]

MRP
POL1[i,t] Profit*[i] DoD*[i,t]

MRP

> Profit*[i]
Factor = Factor*inc
SP[i] = SP[i]+Factor
SP[i] D[i,t] Ing[i,t] CAP[i,t]

POL1[i,t] Profit*[i] DoD*[i,t]

D[i,t] Inv[i,t] CAP[i,t]

A

MRP

MRP
POL2[i,t] Profit*[i] DoD*[i,t]
>0
D[i,t] Inv[i,t] CAP[i,t]

B

Profit**[i]

POL2[i,t]

> Profit*[i]

POL2[i,t]

POL2[i,t]
DoD*[i,t]>0

Factor = Factor*inc
SP[i] = SP[i]+Factor

ANS[i,t]

SP[p] D[i,t] Inv[i,t] CAP[i,t]

MRP
POL3[i,t] Profit*[i] DoD*[i,t]
>0
POL3[i,t]
A

MRP
POL3[i,t] Profit*[i]

DoD*[i,t]
>0
POL3[i,t]
A

Figure 2. ANEM mechanism for decentralized collaborative supply chain planning.
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In this case, Figure 2 shows that the Demand
table is about demand information. The
Master_I table includes the information
related to holding costs (HC), unitary costs
(UC), delay on demand costs (DoDC) and the
sell price (SP). The OUT_MRP table
manages information on the final level of the
inventory (INV), POLn and DoD. MRP
systems also consider that information related
to production activities, such as CAP, extra
time cost (ETC) and idle time cost (ITC).
Then, each answer (ANS) generated by the
system will be restricted by the information
in this table. Thus given the collaborative
planning proposal, this information will
consider the ANS from the tier supplier to
assess the level of profit in the planning
proposals. In this case, the ANS will be
considered negative (which will imply a new
iteration process) when DoD[I,t]>0, which
will imply the generation of the next POLn.
On the other hand, the ANS will be
considered positive and the negotiation
process will be stopped in order to evaluate
the request within the ANS related to the
higher levels. Then, according to the
OUT_MRPII table, the supply chain will be

M

ic 

able to evaluate its decision by considering
the right and on-time information in an
iterative decentralized negotiation process.
Hence, for each period, the following
information is considered for the profit
calculus: inventory costs at each period (1),
production costs (2), delay on demands costs
(3), extra time costs (4), costs of the idle time
of resources (5) and sell revenues (6 and 7).
Thus, by taking into account the ANS from
suppliers (lower levels), the customer node
(higher levels) evaluates renegotiation by
taking the new profit value which is directly
affected by the raised product’s sell price and
the related DoD. The negotiation process
finishes when the changes on the new price
changes have no longer an impact on the
profit level or when no DoDC for the
suppliers exists. An example of the
application of this novel proposal to a multilevel supply chain is briefly provided in the
following section. Finally, the total level of
profit (8) leads not only to the negotiation
process, but also to the decisions related to
the planning process in each n period of the
planning horizon for each node and the
supply chain as a whole.
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4. Multiagent Negotiation Model
to
Support
Collaborative
Planning
4.1 The multiagent-based supply
chain structure
In order to define the structure of the ANEM
proposal, it is important to consider the
perspective defined by [20], which
establishes that the users of the system
navigate through the taxonomy of
communities and invoke the their target
generic operations. Then, if an invoked
operation requires some pre-operations to be
executed before it, the system builds a
process diagram for these pre-operations. The
multiagent-based model ANEM, which
supports the supply chain structure (Figure
3), facilitates the communication mechanism
among the entities (or users), systems and
models.Thus, the main goal of the ANEM
proposal is to support the negotiation
mechanisms
in
the
decentralized
collaborative planning structure among the
supply chain tiers. Hence, the model
considers the fact of the decentralization
notion of the information flow.

of CFP messages as well. The last one is
oriented to receive the CFP request and
answer the requests.
There are different types of messages which
activate the agents’ different behaviors and
states (Figure 3): CFP (A), propose (B), reject
(C) and accept (D). Thus each agent,
depending on its supply chain level
(customer, manufacturer or supplier), might
consider the requesting, requesting-answering
or just the answering behaviors. A full
description of these agent types and their
behaviors can be seen in [12]. In addition, it
is possible to state from Figure 3 that there
are common states for agents for each
behavior. These are related to the requesting
and answering process.
Then, the ANEM structure presents a novel
combination among the decentralized
perspectives by considering open-source
databases structures (MySQL 5.0) in order to
support the main information flow among the
different nodes and CPLEX as an external
ERP (enterprise resource planning) system to
carry out the decentralized planning process,
which supports the profit calculus from
Equation 8. Finally, the FIPA-ACL standard

Profit
(CPLEX)

Profit
(CPLEX)

Profit
(CPLEX)

Node 1
(Customer)

Node 2
(Manufacturer)

Node 5
(Supplier)

POLn

ERP

DB

POLn

ERP

DB
ANS

Agent
Behaviour
Request
C

Agent
Behaviour
A

Wait for
answer
Receive
answer

Request

Receive
Request
C
Prepare
answer
D

B

Evaluate
answer

ERP

DB
ANS

Send
answer

D

A

Agent
Behaviour
Receive
Request

Wait for
answer
Receive
answer
Evaluate
answer

B

Prepare
answer
Send
answer

END

Figure 3. ANEM structure for the multi-level and decentralized collaborative supply chain.

As it can be seen in the Figure 3, three types
of agent can be defined. The first one is
related to an agent that generates a CFP (call
for proposal) in order to offer proposals and
receive answers. The second one corresponds
to the reception of a CFP and the generation
48
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communication protocol is considered within
the JADE 3.6 libraries. In this context, the
ANEM proposal presents a novel way to also
attempt FIPA-ACL CFP messages in a
distributed fashion (Figure 4).
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ACLMessage msjCFP = new ACLMessage(ACLMessage.CFP);
msjCFP.setProtocol(FIPANames.InteractionProtocol.FIPA_CONTRACT_NET);
msjCFP.setReplyByDate(new Date(System.currentTimeMillis() +
Constantes.timeoutRespuestasCN));
try {
addBehaviour(new CNInitiatorCustomer(this, msjCFP) {
protected Vector prepareCfps(ACLMessage cfp) {
Vector v = new Vector();
for (int i=0; i< this.Agents.size();i++) {
ACLMessage msg = (ACLMessage) cfp.clone();
msg.addReceiver(Agents.get(i));
ContentCFP cfpCnt = MESSAGE CONTENT
msg.setContentObject(cfpCnt);
v.add(msg);
}
return v;
}
} );
}

Figure 4. Distributed structure for the CFP
supply chain messages.

This allows a distributed communication
among the agents by considering the
distributed thread behaviour which is
validated in Figure 5, where it is possible to
observe the main CFP process with its related
sub-CFP process where the main CFP is
paused until the sub-CFP finishes.

information flow, related to every thread,
behaves collaboratively regarding to the fact
that the agents wait until receive an answer in
order to keep going with the negotiation
process.
The following section shows the validation of
the proposal illustrated by a numerical
example that is tested with three scenarios:
the idealistic (S1), the non-collaborative (S2)
and the collaborative (S3).

4.2 Validation of the decentralized
collaborative planning proposal
It has been seen how a multiagent system can
support the modelling process related to the
supply chain management in order to
improve key issues such as information flow,
thread behaviours or even innovation in the
supply chain by sharing the relevant
information. In order to show the dynamical
impact on the decision-making process
related to the supply chain nodes, this section

Figure 5. The distributed negotiation JADE agent-based negotiation process interface.

Hence, the decentralized structure of the
supply chain is supported by a distributed
negotiation process under the CFP FIPAACL messaging context. The critical issue
regarding
to
this
matter
is
the
implementation. In this decentralized
collaborative structure, the multi-behaviour
and
multithread
are
supported
by
decentralizing the core activities and allowing
the agents to handle the messaging flow
information. In addition, Figure 5 (CFP:4
and CFP:9, specifically) shows that the

shows a numerical example in order to test
this decentralized collaborative model from
the implementation point of view. A linear
supply chain of three levels has been
considered, where each supply chain node is
related to their own container, which is
managed by the main container of the JADE
platform. This main container is oriented to
manage, as well, the generic behaviours of
the multiagent system.
A realistic demand has been considered in
order to evaluate the behaviour of the agent
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right quantity as expected. Blue arrows show
the requesting process, and green arrows
represent the answering process.

in every scenario (S1, S2 and S3). The
realistic demand is based on the fact that
many
companies
experiment
some
difficulties in order to cover their demand,
hence the demand pattern and scenarios are
linked in the following way:


Scenario S2 shows that the Node2 and Node5
(suppliers) are not able to answer at time to
the requested order from Node1. This is due
to the fact that capacity constraints are linked
to these nodes.

S1: It considers that no problem related
to the demand plan and the available
capacities will exist. Then, it is expected
that every order will be served at the right
time and in the right quantity.



Also, it is observed that, regarding to the noncollaborative approach, no selling prices (SP)
are considered in S2, then there is no
intention from the agent to solve the
problematic order. Regarding to this, a lower
profit level is expected as well.

S2: It assumes the existence of node
capacity problems regarding to the
demand plans. In addition, nocollaboration is considered, thus problems
in fulfilling the orders are awaited.



From scenario S3, where a collaborative
environment is considered, it is possible to
see that initial demand problems remain, but
there is an intention to solve this situation.
This is supported by an incremental SP rate,
which establishes the fact that if there is a
problem with some supplier in order to fulfil
the right order, the customer will try to offer
some solution (monetary solutions in this
case) to be considered by the supplier and
evaluate and find out if the new proposal fit
their own requirements. Then, S3 shows that
fact that a final agreement comes out among
customer and suppliers.

S3: It considers node capacity problems
regarding to the demand plans.
Nevertheless, a collaborative approach is
considered and solutions and fixed order
are expected from the nodes.

The planning horizon considers 22 periods to
collect and transmit the information among the
nodes. Table 1 shows the results of the
multiagent-based
simulation
with
the
numerical behaviour of the three proposed
scenarios. Red and Blue squares highlight
answer problems regarding to the customer
demand and Green squares show the fixed
orders supported by the collaborative scenario.

Additionally, the impact on the profit level is
analyzed for every node and scenario. Figure 6

Table 1. MySQL-based trace for the three scenarios of collaboration in the supply chain.
Demand

S1

S2

S3

I Factor SP Sender Receiver Concept P01 P02 P03 P04 P05 P06
FC Node1 Request 0 0
0 300 0 0
1

1

36 Node1 Node2 Request

1,1

1

9

Node2 Node5 Request

1,1

1

9

Node5 Node2

Answer

1

1

36 Node2 Node1

Answer

1

1

36 Node1 Node2 Request

1,1

1

9

Node2 Node5 Request

1,1

1

9

Node5 Node2

Answer

1

1

36 Node2 Node1

Answer

1

1

36 Node1 Node2 Request

1,1

1

9

Node2 Node5 Request

9

Node5 Node2

1,1

1

1,2

1,1

9,9 Node2 Node5 Request

Answer

1,2

1,1

9,9 Node5 Node2

Answer

1

1

36 Node2 Node1

Answer

2

1,1

2,1

1

9

Node2 Node5 Request

2,1

1

9

Node5 Node2

2,2

1,1

9,9 Node2 Node5 Request

2,2

1,1

9,9 Node5 Node2

Answer

2

1,1

39,6 Node2 Node1

Answer

39,6 Node1 Node2 Request
Answer

P07

P12 P13 P14 P15 P16 P17 P18

0
0
0
0
0

P21

P22

0
0
0
0
0

0
164
164
0

164
230
230
164

230
336
336
230

336 270
270 0
270 0
336 270

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0 0 0 273
0 127 327 246
0 127 327 246
0 0 0 273

427
0
0
427

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
164
164
164
164
0
0
164
164
164
164
0

164
230
230
230
230
164
164
230
230
230
230
164

230
336
336
336
336
230
230
336
336
336
336
230

336
270
270
270
270
336
336
270
270
270
270
336

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

427
0
0
0
0
427
427
0
0
0
0
427

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
127
127
127
127
0
0
127
127
127
127
0

0
0
0
0
0

700
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
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0
0
0
0
0

0
700
0
0
700

0
0
0
0

270
0
0
0
0
270
270
0
0
0
0
270

0
0
0
0
0

P20

0 0 300 0
0 270 30 0
0 226 74 0
0 0 270 30
0
0
0
0
0
30
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
700
700
0

0
0
0
0

300
30
74
30
30
270
300
0
74
0
0
300

0 0
0 1000 0
0 0 1000 0 0
0 1000 0
0 0
0 1000 0
0 0
0 0 1000 0 0

P19

0
0
0
0

0
270
226
270
270
0
0
300
226
300
300
0

0
0
0
0
0

P11

0
0
0
0

0 0 300
0 300 0
0 300 0
0 0 300

In scenario S1, it is possible to see that,
regarding to its idealistic perspective, every
order is processed at the right time and in the
50

P08 P09 P10

0
0
0
0
0

0
327
327
327
327
0
0
327
327
327
327
0

273
246
246
246
246
273
273
246
246
246
246
273

I1

I2

depicts that, in the idealistic scenario S1,
there is not improvement, which means that
the Node1 is oriented to establish new
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proposals to push the supplier in order to get
what it has been requested.
The behavior related to Node 2, as shown in
the Figure 6, seems even more remarkable.
This is due to the fact that Node2 has to deal
with its customer and suppliers, hence the
impact of a non-collaborative approach
against a collaborative approach is clear. In
addition, the profit level is higher when a
collaborative
approach
is
considered
regarding to the fact that the SP is increased
and suppliers win more due to these
incremented revenues from the customer.
Moreover, the same effect can be observed
from Figure 7, where the S3 provides a higher
profit level than S1, where the idealistic
scenario is considered. Thus, we can say that
the SP has a direct impact on the revenues
and profit rated in the n-tier suppliers from
the supply chain.

of the numerous order problems that are not
fixed, which implies that the nodes must
assume the cost of not fixing those problems.
Finally, S3, as a realistic supply chain
scenario, where supply chain nodes try to fix
the problematic order, presents an
economical solution and the supply chain
profit is improved from the non-collaborative
perspective.

4.3 Contributions and limitations of the
proposed model
The ANEM proposal considers the wellknown agent technologies and their
attributes. The main contribution (Table 2) of
this work can be seen from two points of
view. The first relates to the fact that the
ANEM proposal is developed to cover dyadic
and multi-level supply chain configurations
in the information-sharing process context

Figure 6. Profit evolution for the node N1.

Figure 7. Profit evolution for the node N2.

Figure 8. Profit evolution for the node N5.

Figure 9. Profit evolution for the supply chain.

Finally, from the supply chain point of view,
the Figure 8 shows that the total profit value
is higher for the S1, which means that S1 is
ranked as the best scenario for the supply
chain profit level evolution. On the other
hand, the worst scenario is the noncollaborative. This can be explained because

from a decentralized and collaborative
approach. This implies that the novel
approach of the ANEM proposal supports any
kind of supply chain configuration. The
second is taken from a negotiation point of
view, ANEM considers the fact that each
node collaborates and negotiates by
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considering its own interested goals, as well
as the entire supply chain goals. This is
supported by the price sharing level,
which means that each node is open to
receive new offers and to promote the
negotiation process in the supply chain.
Hence, Table 2 highlights the contributions
offered by the agent-based model from the
background and ANEM’s contribution.

is focused on: (1) the application of the
proposed model to a real supply chain
network; (2) the implementation of
the mobility agent by scaling the
platform prototype; and (3) the ANEM
proposal will be combined with the work of
[17] in order to support the collaborative
planning under uncertainty.

Table 2. ANEM contributions. Qualitative analysis.
Supply
chain

Collaborative
approach
Centralised

Dyadic
Decentralised
Centralised
Multilevel
Decentralised

Information sharing
Demand
Capacity
Inventory
Plan
level
level

No
negotiation
[3], [7], [19]

[3], [7], [10],
[15], [24]

[10]

[10], [15], [24]

[9], [21], ANEM

[9], [21]

[9], [21], ANEM [21], ANEM

ANEM

[1], [2], [9], [14],
[27]
[23], [27]

[9], [27]

[1], [9], [14],
[23], 27]

[2]

[11], [12], [14],
[18], ANEM

[11]

[11], [12], [14],
[18], ANEM

Finally, the main limitation of this proposal is
that the ANEM proposal has been validated
only with the illustrated numerical example.
Therefore, the model should be contrasted
longer with data from real-world supply
chains, and the results should also be
compared with other multiagent-based models.

5. Conclusions
A collaborative planning agent-based model
and implementation to support the supply
chain decentralized planning has been
proposed.
Decentralized
collaborative
planning aims the fact to identify
collaborative and non-collaborative nodes in
order to cope the planning mechanism of
every supply chain node. The supply chain
model based on the ANEM proposal has
shown its usefulness to model complex
configurations of supply chains. In addition,
it has been shown that an improvement,
thought as a collaborative negotiation
process, in the supply chain profit level can
be achieved. Finally, the main contributions
of the ANEM proposal to support the
collaborative processes modelling were
shown. Hence, it has been able to appreciate
the versatility of the proposed ANEM to
cover different types of supply chains and
to consider the perspectives of each node and
the complete supply chain. Further research
52

Negotiation parameters
Supply chain Node profit
Price
profit level
level
change
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[12], ANEM

[22]

ANEM
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